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Let’s start with the basic’s to Houdini as well as the Industry Standard terminology to this 

program. First off, Houdini is a procedural program. Everything in Houdini has to deal with 

Nodes. Nodes are often called operators.  

Surface = Geometry.  

Channel = Motion.  

Dynamic = Simulation.  

VFX = Shader Building.  

Compositing = Images.  

Render = Outputs.  

These words can get rather long, so Veterans will often shorten these terms to Sops, 

Chops, Dops, Vops, Cops, and Rops. You will often hear Veteran’s use the term “Voppity Dop 

Sop Chop”. 

SOPS: Surface Operators: Geometry, Volumes, Attributes, VFX. 

CHOPS: Channel Operators: Procedural Motion FX, Kinematic Solvers, Timing, Sound. 

DOPS: Dynamic Operators: DOPS and POPS tend to be the most popular. DOPs is more 

popular now because of particle nodes. DOPS now covers particles, rigid bodies, and hair. 

Solvers, Forces, and Collisions. Tool called RBD instance object, is a nice tool and more realistic 

than a chops one. You can manipulate properties in the DOPS network, and because everything 

is procedural, adding nodes in the DOP level will also add nodes to the SOP level. The two 

interact with each other. You can fracture things in DOPS. 

VOPS: VEX Operators: Shader Building, Geometry, Compositing, VFX. Principle shader, the 

default shader. You can now layer and apply texture nodes together too, this makes things easier.  

ROPS: Render Operators: Mantra, 3rd Party Renderers, HQUEUE, Geometry, Channels, Comps, 

etc. all fall under this category. 

COPS: Compositing Operators: Comps, Colour, Masks, and Effects. 

Some Differences about Houdini in comparison to other programs. 

Parameters: Are the things you dial in when you want to manipulate certain objects, for other 

programs this is usually called attributes.  

Channels: Any parameter that has been key framed. In Houdini, something is not a Channel 

until it has a key frame. 

Attributes: Things we can assign/link to other things.  
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Last but not least… 

VEX: Is a scripting language, a vector expression language, used by Houdini. Multi-threaded 

people use it a lot. You may watch the ENTAGMA videos on the Houdini website to help 

yourself learn the technical aspect of Houdini software. You don’t have to learn how to use Vex 

to be able to work in Houdini. You could just work off the nodes that are provided, but if you 

want to expand on your professionalism and knowledge of Houdini, learning the script with a 

creative aspect in mind can help you a lot. Again, the ENTAGMA videos are a wonderful place 

to start if you want to learn how to wrangle nodes while using the scripting language.  

Reference: https://www.sidefx.com/learn/getting_started/ 

 

^ For future reference. 

Video Reference: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tsv8UGqDibc&list=PLuA7PlCNiyjgW4tqo-

vFjqR1B4QcX-2b9&index=1 

  

https://www.sidefx.com/learn/getting_started/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tsv8UGqDibc&list=PLuA7PlCNiyjgW4tqo-vFjqR1B4QcX-2b9&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tsv8UGqDibc&list=PLuA7PlCNiyjgW4tqo-vFjqR1B4QcX-2b9&index=1
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Anatomy of a Solver 

 A Dynamic’s Network at its core needs a solver. A solver is the brains of the dynamic 

network. It takes all of the info, the parameters, the settings, all of the inputs and makes an output 

for you. Object goes into the left part of your solver. Generally, what goes into the left input of 

your node generally becomes the output of your node. On the righthand side you have sources. 

For example, if you need fuel for a fire, your source it in. Both the object and source will create 

an output. Things you’ll add in after the solver includes, colliders, forces, gravity etc. Keep this 

in mind when creating a node network.  

 

The following are general examples of what you would see when creating specific effects. 
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Reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2rj31YXaCQ&list=PLuA7PlCNiyjgW4tqo-

vFjqR1B4QcX-2b9&index=3 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2rj31YXaCQ&list=PLuA7PlCNiyjgW4tqo-vFjqR1B4QcX-2b9&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2rj31YXaCQ&list=PLuA7PlCNiyjgW4tqo-vFjqR1B4QcX-2b9&index=3
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Tutorial Time! 

Step 1: Open Houdini 

 

Step 2: Create or Import a new geometry node! I’m going to create a new geometry. First you 

want to go to the current network channel, the object channel. Hit tab on your keyboard, type 

“box” (or import any geometry you might already have into the viewport, i.e. cLyre). then click 

normally in the objects network area to create your first node. The page should look like this. 
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Step 3: Click on the rescale tool on the left. Circled on the image below. 

 

Step 4: Rescale the object to make it look like a wooden plank. 
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Step 5: Double click on the box geometry node in your objects network to open up the node and 

rename it.  

 

Step 6: Select the geometry, hit tab on your keyboard to open the tab menu and search for RBD 

(Rigid Body Dynamics) material fracture. Place the node into the network beneath the geometry 

(WOODEN_PLANK node). Link the left output of the solver to the geometry to get this output. 
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Step 7: Select the wood fracture type, since that is the type of break we want. 

 

Step 8: You should have a really nice wooden texture now. So, let’s play with our parameters to 

get what we want! Go to guide geometry and look at the options you have. Fractured geometry 

shows you what is going to break. Grains shows you the direction the wood will break, and you 

can change how many vertical breaks there will be as well as how large or small you want your 

spacing to be. So, we are going to stay on grains and we’re going to space out our cuts. Let’s say 

to 0.200. Your output should look like this. 
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Step 9: Increase the offset to make your cuts more random and not so perfect. Element size 

reflects how detailed the break will be and height has to do with how much noise the blue lines 

will have.  

Step 10: For horizontal breakage, let’s go to cuts. Cuts is located in our parameter’s menu next to 

guide geometry. Now, usually Houdini is smart enough to figure out how you want your object 

to break, but on the off chance it can’t figure something out, use vector instead of bounding box. 

For this part, just mess around with your parameters until you find something that you like. I 

stopped around here. 

 

Step 11: If you want more splinters, go back to guide geometry and switch it from cut to splinter.  
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Step 12: Add explode view node to see what your explosion will look like. 

 

Step 13: To better visualize your clusters, go to guide geometry again and select the box I circled 

below to the furthest right. This will help you to better see what pieces of wood will remain 

clustered. Clusters tend to make breaks look more natural. Play with your parameters until you 

get the cluster you desire.

 

Step 14: Turn off cluster color view by reselecting the same button and turn off the explode view 

by selecting the button/tool in the picture below. 
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Step 15: Go back to the objects menu and create a dop net using the tab menu. Then double click 

the dop network to enter it.  

 

Step 16: Create a gravity node and place it over here.  
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Step 17: Go to your shelf and add a ground plane.  

 

 

Step 18: Click on your glue constraint in your network editor (The glue constaint 

should’ve been made from when you created your RBD fracture) and reduce it’s 

parameter strength to a preferred amount.  
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Step 19: Watch your animation! 

 

 

If you are still lost or feeling frustrated and are in need of further instruction, 

please refer to these video’s for more in-depth knowledge! These are the video’s I 

followed in order to be able to accomplish this. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Er9BDDzZHQ&t=259s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=na4oXtBDzsw&list=PLuA7PlCNiyjg1lho-

QQqrWwdVTQwqP6Kx&index=3&t=2175s 

^ Heads up! The second video does the fracture in a different way. They use a 

Voronoi fracture instead of an RBD. Also! You can make an invisible collider to 

collide with the center of an object if you don’t want your object to break from 

hitting the ground! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Er9BDDzZHQ&t=259s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=na4oXtBDzsw&list=PLuA7PlCNiyjg1lho-QQqrWwdVTQwqP6Kx&index=3&t=2175s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=na4oXtBDzsw&list=PLuA7PlCNiyjg1lho-QQqrWwdVTQwqP6Kx&index=3&t=2175s
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Tip! If you get this warning, your computer might not have enough Ram to handle 

Houdini or you haven’t linked up your nodes correctly. Please refer back to the 

solver’s information at the top! Or search google for simple fixes! 

 

Houdini is very particular about its nodes, please educate yourself on the basics of 

Houdini before jumping into a tutorial, otherwise, you could run into a great deal 

of frustrations like I did! 

Here’s a playlist I made on the basics of Houdini to help you out! I had to learn the 

Houdini software first through this playlist before I could finally get the break to 

work! So, if you already know your way around Houdini, fantastic! If not, try 

checking out these videos first! 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLuA7PlCNiyjgW4tqo-vFjqR1B4QcX-

2b9 

 I hope this paper was helpful and good luck out there! <3 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLuA7PlCNiyjgW4tqo-vFjqR1B4QcX-2b9
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLuA7PlCNiyjgW4tqo-vFjqR1B4QcX-2b9

